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2011 Annual CAIDC Conference
Program May 11th
18:00-21:00

Early Registration and Reception

Program May 12th

		
08:00-09:00

Registration and Early Coffee

09:00-09:15
		

Welcome - Richard Beattie, President of the Canadian Association of International Development
Consultants (CAIDC) - Room 203

09:15-09:45
		
		

Keynote Address - Boris Martin, Co-Director at Engineers Without Borders
Boris Martin from Engineers Without Borders will share insights on how innovation, new
ideas and new people are injected into the process of development. Please Join us in Room 203!

Time

10:00-11:15

Room 203

Broadening Your Horizons: Opportunities
at IFI and other Non-Canadian Development Organizations

Room 204

Tax and Retirement Planning and the
Development Consultant

Hugh Wilkinson - Principal, Coral LLC

John Lunn - Chartered Accountant

Amber Germain - Trade Commissioner, Office
of Liason with International Finacial Institutions,
Embassy of Canada

Mark Siegel - Tax Lawyer, Gowlings

Maria Teresa Soto-Aguilar - Procurement Specialist, Inter-American Development Bank (IDB)
Alan Robbins - Partner, DEVEX

11:15-11:30
11:30-12:45

Coffee Break
Broadening Your Horizons: Opportunities
at IFI and other Non-Canadian Development Organizations Continued
Hugh Wilkinson, Amber Germain, Maria Teresa
Soto-Aguilar and Alan Robbins as above.

Utilizing Evaluation Findings &
Recommendations: How can we do better?
Chair: Gerry Cooney - Senior Evaluation Consultant and Owner, Universalia
Goberdhan Singh - Director General, Evaluations,
Strategic Policy and Performance Branch, CIDA
Stephen Kester - Director, Evaluation Division,
DFAIT
Shravanti Reddy - Evaluation Specialist, UN
WOMEN

2011 Annual CAIDC Conference
Program May 12th
12:45-14:00

Time
14:00-15:15

CAIDC Sponsored Lunch
Luncheon Address: Evaluation at UN Women: A Gender Equality and Human Rights Responsive Approach
Luncheon Speaker: Shravanti Reddy, Evaluation Specialist, UN WOMEN

Room 203

Room 204

What is Effective Canadian Development

Opportunities in Youth Development
Consulting

Co-Chair: Hany Besada - Senior Researcher and
Head, Development Cooperation Program, NorthSouth Institute

Chair: Racquel Smith - Founder of Good Partners
Consulting
Laura Deimling - GPS Program Coordinator,
CANADEM

Co-Chair: William Cowie - President, Ottawa-Gatineau Chapter, Society for International Development
Salman Alibhai - Program Manager, Aga Khan
Foundation Canada
Shannon Kindornay - Researcher, North-South
Alanna Shaikh - Author, Health Specialist
Institute
Stephen Brown - Associate Professor, Ottawa
versity

Uni-

Fraser Reilly-King - Policy Analyst, Canadian Council
for International Co-operation

15:15-15:30
15:30-16:45

Coffee Break
Consultation on the Directive Programming
Process
Moderator: Ted Langtry - former Director General of Business Operations Group, CIDA
Gayle Turner - Vice President, Agriteam Canada
Consulting Ltd.
Garry Comber - Certified Management Consultant, Principal of Comber and Associates
Mary Lynch - Senior International Development
Consultant, M M Lynch Consulting International

Delivery of Aid to Post-Conflict and Post
Disaster Areas
Chair: Ainsley Butler - Senior Advisor and Project
Director, Peace Dividend Trust
David Carment - Professor, Norman Paterson
School of International Affairs, Carleton University
Tiagadeesen (Teddy) Samy - Associate Professor,
Norman Paterson School of International Affiars,
Carleton University
Jessie Thomson - Emergency Response Program
Manager, CARE Canada
Paul Larose-Edwards - Executive Director,
CANADEM

2011 Annual CAIDC Conference
Program May 12th

Time
16:45-17:00

Room 203

Room 204

Wrap-up, Announcements - Room 203

17:30-20:30 DEVEX Happy Hour - Join the very first Devex International Development Happy Hour in Ottawa. This event will bring together emerging and established leaders in the international development field for an
opportunity to meet and network in an informal setting. Enjoy drink specials and complimentary hors d’oeuvres.
Please join us at The Exchange Pub, located within The Rideau Center, only a few steps from the Ottawa Convention Centre!

Program May 13th

		
08:30-09:00

Early Coffee

09:00-09:15
		

Opening Announcements - Richard Beattie, President of the Canadian Association of International Development Consultants (CAIDC) - Room 203

Time

09:15-10:30

Room 203

Corporate Social Responsibility - Social
Enterprise Partnerships

Room 204

Best Practices: the Case of Canadian Assistance to Ukrainian Credit Unions

Introduction: CAIDC Ethics and Governance
Committee

Bohdan Kozy - Development Consultant, and
former Program Manger, Canadian Co-operative
Association

Speaker: Janet Longmore - President and CEO,
Digital Opportunity Trust

Ivan Vyshnevskiy - CEO of project supported Deposit Protection Program
Jo-anne Ferguson - Senior Director of Development, Canadian Co-operative Association
Olha Zawerucha-Swyntuch, Key Project Support
Worker, Council of Ukranian Credit Unions of
Canada

10:45-11:00

Coffee Break

2011 Annual CAIDC Conference
Program May 13th

Time

11:00-12:30

Room 203

Room 204

Armchair Discussion with the CIDA
Contracting and Policy Department

Social Media and Networking for
International Development Consulting

Moderator: Richard Beattie - CAIDC President
CIDA Representative: Mark Lusignan - Director
General of Grants, Contributions and Contracting
Management Division, Grants, Contribution and
Contracting Division (CF-GCCMD), CIDA

12:30-14:00

Richard Labelle: President, The Aylmer Group and
ICT4D Consultant
Gerard Van Der Burg - Director of Technology and
Social Media, Digital Opportunity Trust

CAIDC Sponsored Networking Lunch

14:00-15:00 Closing Plenary: Taking a Stand: Post-Election Advocacy Strategies
		Coordinated by: The McLeod Group
		Speakers:
Ian Smillie - Author, Foreign Aid Critic
				Hunter McGill - Senior Fellow at University of Ottawa, International Develop				ment Consultant
				Rieky Stuart - Senior Associate of Gender at Work, International Development
						Consultant
		Summary:
CAIDC members are individuals and organizations from both the non-profit
				
and the for profit sectors. Their common bond is their dedication to international
				
development. In a globalized world the problems of poverty, injustice, and dis				
ease are right next door and an orderly middle class Canadian life is not sustain				
able without addressing climate change, inequality and insecurity. CAIDC mem				
bers devote their working lives to creating a better world by addressing these
				
global development problems all over the world but are little know in Canada.
				
This session will explore how CAIDC and its members can advocate for better
				
Official Development Assistance (ODA) and foreign policies in the wake of the
				recent federal election.
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Salman Alibhai

Salman Alibhai is a Program Manger with Aga Khan Foundation Canada, managing the Foundation’s programming in Bangladesh and Mali, as well as its International Youth Fellowship
Program. He has lived and worked in Kenya, Sudan, and India with the Aga Khan Development Network (AKDN) and with the World Bank. He holds an undergraduate degree in
Political Science and Economics and graduate degrees in Islamic Studies and African Studies.

Hany Besada

Hany Besada is Senior Researcher, Development Cooperation, at the North-South Institute (NSI). Previously, he was Senior Researcher and Program Leader at the Centre for International Governance Innovation (CIGI) where he oversaw the Health and Social Governance Program. Mr. Besada has published
widely in international news media and academic journals. His research interests cover an array of themes
ranging from Africa’s socio-economic and security development, private sector growth, trade and investment facilitation, fragile/failed states, peace building and post-conflict economic reconstruction.

Stephen Brown

Stephen Brown is Associate Professor of Political Science at the University of Ottawa. Before becoming a Professor he served as a consultant for several development-related organizations, including UNDP, OECD/DAC
and IDRC. His academic research interests include foreign aid, democratization, political violence and African
politics. He has published on CIDA and Canadian aid policy in a variety of publications. His current research
on Canadian foreign aid in comparative perspective is funded by the Social Sciences and Humanities Research
Council of Canada (SSHRC).

Ainsley Butler

Ainsley Butler is a Senior Advisor at Peace Dividend Trust (PDT). She also serves as Project Director for
PDT’s programme in Haiti. She has been a consultant for SNC Lavalin, working on the Arghandab Irrigation
Rehabilitiation Project (Dahla Dam) in Kandahar, Afghanistan. Additionally, she was appointed as PDT’s
Afghanistan Country Director. She has managed a portfolio of development projects in Afghanistan, TimorLeste, Haiti and Sierra Leone and contributed to several studies related to aid effectiveness and development
economics for the Government of Afghanistan, NATO, the United Nations and the OECD.

David Carment

David Carment is a full Professor of International Affairs at the Norman Paterson School of
International Affairs, Carleton University and Fellow of the Canadian Defence and Foreign
Affairs Institute (CDFAI). Professor Carment has served as Director of the Centre for Security
and Defence Studies at Carleton University, held fellowships at the Kennedy School, Harvard
and the Hoover Institution, Stanford and currently heads a team of researchers that evaluates
policy effectiveness in failed and fragile states.
To reduce CAIDC’s carbon footprint, some biographies have
been shortened. Full versions can be found at www.caidc-rccdi.ca
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Garry Comber

Mr. Comber is a Certified Management Consultant (CMC) with thirty eight years of successful
and innovative management and development assistance experience within the Canadian Government and as a consultant with various clients. In his 20 years of public sector management
employment, he has dealt with all aspects of program/project management in CIDA Headquarters and in the Field and with the International Centre for Ocean Development where he
was the Vice-President and Chief Operating Officer.

Geraldine Cooney

Ms. Geraldine (Gerry) Cooney is an owner and a senior evaluator in Universalia, a 30 year
old Canadian evaluation consulting firm with offices in Montreal and Ottawa. Gerry manages the firm’s Monitoring and Evaluation Practice in Ottawa. A senior program evaluator,
she has over 15 years of experience in leading and managing evaluations of large and complex
projects, programs, and organizations in a variety of sectors in North America, Europe, Asia,
Africa, the Caribbean and South America.

William Cowie

William Cowie has spent over thirty years in international development work and in the study and
teaching of international relations and global economics. He has worked on various international
assignments in Kenya, Zambia, Zimbabwe, China, Mali, Indonesia and Trinidad and Guyana with numerous agencies including the International Development Research Centre, Canadian International
Development Agency, Industry Canada, Canadian Cooperative Federation, and Federation of Canadian Municipalities, the Africa Capacity Building Foundation and the Canadian Institute of Planners.

Laura Deimling

Laura joined CANADEM in February 2008 as a Program Assistant in the Roster Department.
She then became a Program Officer responsible for Anti-Corruption, Rule of Law, Human
Rights and HIV/AIDS related positions. In May 2009, Laura took on the role of Coordinating
the GPS program. Currently she continues to manage CANADEM’s GPS program, and is also
the Deputy Director of CANADEM’s Deployment Division.

Paul Larose-Edwards

Paul has been working in the international community for 28 years and has been mounting
and part of field operations since 1967. Much of his international time was in international
human rights dealing with the politics of advancing rights. In his 1996 study for DFAIT of UN
field operations, Paul recommended the creation of CANADEM, and apart from a leave of
absence to go on staff with the UN in Jakarta, he has been with CANADEM ever since and is
currently Executive Director.
To reduce CAIDC’s carbon footprint, some biographies have
been shortened. Full versions can be found at www.caidc-rccdi.ca
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Jo-Anne Ferguson

Jo-Anne Ferguson is the Senior Director of the International Development Program of the
Canadian Co-operative Association. Jo-Anne has over twenty-five years of significant experience in credit union management, policy operations and institution development with Credit
Union Centrals. She has conducted comprehensive program development missions to provide
technical assistance and monitoring services in the transitional economies of China, Mongolia,
India, Indonesia, Thailand, the Philippines and Ukraine.

Amber Germain

As the Trade Commissioner for International Financial Institutions (IFIs) based in Washington, DC, Amber Germain provides strategic advice and assistance to Canadian businesses in
the pursuit of market opportunities financed by the World Bank and the Inter-American Development Bank. In her role as OLIFI Trade Commissioner, Ms. Germain works closely with
the Canadian Private Sector Liaison Officer (PSLO) Network and coordinates the worldwide
OLIFI network of Trade Commissioners.

Stephen Kester

Stephen Kester is the Director of Evaluation at the Department of Foreign Affairs and International Trade; he has been with the department since 2002. Prior to entering the Public Service,
Stephen worked extensively in the field of international development using his knowledge of
program evaluation, results-based management and performance measurement for program
improvements.

Shannon Kindornay

Shannon Kindornay is a recent MA graduate from Carleton University’s Norman Paterson
School of International Affairs (NPSIA). Since joining The North-South Institute in January
2009 she has co-authored the issues brief Development effectiveness: towards new understanding, “The Politics of Governing Development” in Politics of Development Encyclopedia
among other papers including one that assesses the implications of rights-based approaches
to development for non-governmental organizations. In addition, Shannon has worked with
CIDA on several issues related to trade and development.

Bohdan Kozy

Bohdan Kozy has over 14 years of microfinance experience with most of these years involved in the
development and strengthening of Ukraine’s credit unions. Since 1996, with his work starting and
finishing as a field manager for the project, he was involved with a comprehensive number of capacity building initiatives of credit unions in Ukraine. The recent financial crisis has proven his technical expertise and work in Ukraine to be very successful since the credit unions that adhered to best
practices promoted by the project were more resilient to the overall negative economic downturn.
To reduce CAIDC’s carbon footprint, some biographies have
been shortened. Full versions can be found at www.caidc-rccdi.ca
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Richard Labelle

Mr. Labelle has over 29 years of experience in institutional strengthening and on issues related
to economic, social and human development and the management of information and knowledge in countries around the world. Since 1992, he has undertaken missions to 58 countries to
advise government and other development actors on the use of the Internet and of information
and communication technologies (ICTs) and to present, discuss and negotiate projects to build
capacity to use these tools.

Ted Langtry

Before retiring from the Public Service a year ago, Ted Langtry had 31 years of experience
working in the Public Service. He spent 18 of those 31 years at CIDA and was Director General of the Business Operations Group at CIDA when he retired. Ted started his career as an
Environmental Consultant working in Vancouver; Ted accepted an assignment early in his
career to close the Mackenzie Valley Pipeline Inquiry, which brought him to Ottawa.

Janet Longmore
Janet Longmore is the founder of Digital Opportunity Trust (DOT) and serves as President and CEO.
Under her leadership and vision, DOT has risen to the forefront of social enterprise, an international
leader and innovator in enabling people to access and apply information and communications technologies to create education, economic and entrepreneurial opportunities. DOT’s performance has
not gone unnoticed; in 2010 DOT was conveyed the Canadian Social Innovation Enterprise Award
and Maclean’s recently noted that “DOT is creating a path to self-sufficiency that’s attracting attention
– and serious money – from donors looking for alternatives to old-style development assistance.”

John Lunn

John Lunn has practiced as a Licensed Public Accountant for more years than he can remember. He works with people, consultants, and companies. Taxes, financial statements, and
accounting are his bread and butter. He has many consultants as clients in his practice, from
IT to UN and everything in between. He has expertise in dealing with CRA and UN type
income, including dealing with retired clients who receive a UN Pension.

Mark Lusignan

Active internationally for more than 29 years, Mr. Lusignan has considerable experience in the
design, implementation and management of development assistance and commercial projects abroad. As Director General, Grants Contributions and Contracting Management, Mark
brings significant first-hand knowledge of CIDA operations and programs at the executive,
operational and field levels. He previously held the positions of Director, Business Operations
and Director, Contracting Policy within the Agency.
To reduce CAIDC’s carbon footprint, some biographies have
been shortened. Full versions can be found at www.caidc-rccdi.ca
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Mary Lynch

Mary Lynch has more than 30 years professional experience, with 23 of these focusing exclusively on international development. She has: designed projects and programs of support;
facilitated strategic planning with agencies; and undertaken complex performance assessments
of initiatives including agency wide reviews, sectoral reviews and country level reviews. Her
consulting work has taken her to over 40 countries worldwide, working with a variety of public
sector, private sector, and non-governmental organizations.

Boris Martin

Boris’ focus is on Market Facilitation Organizations and Farmer Based Organizations Capacity Development. He manages programs in Burkina Faso and Zambia. Boris holds a PhD
degree in Engineering from McMaster University earned between 2002 and 2007. During his
studies he served as president of the EWB McMaster chapter, and he founded and chaired the
first Global Citizenship Conference at McMaster, which has mobilized close to 400 students
and community members every year since.

Hunter Mcgill			

Hunter McGill is an international development policy consultant, and Senior Fellow at the
School of International Development and Global Studies at the University of Ottawa. His consulting practice focuses on good bilateral donor practice, aid effectiveness, and humanitarian
assistance. He spent 30 years at the Canadian International Development Agency, and worked
at the OECD for five years as head of peer review and evaluation operations for the Development Assistance Committee (DAC).

Shravanti Reddy

Shravanti Reddy is an Evaluation Specialist at UN WOMEN Headquarters in New York. She
focuses on managing corporate evaluations and supporting evaluation processes in the field
in Arab States and Africa region. She is a member of the United Nations Evaluation Group
(UNEG) Taskforce on Human Rights and Gender Equality, which recently developed a
Handbook on How to Integrate Human Rights and Gender Equality in Evaluation.

Fraser Reilly-King

Fraser is the Policy Analyst on Aid and International Cooperation for the Canadian Council
for International Co-operation. Prior to joining CCIC, Fraser worked for eight years at the
Halifax Initiative Coalition, where he was involved in public interest research and education
on International Financial Institutions and Export Credit Agencies. While at Halifax Initiative
Coalitino, he worked extensively on issues related to global governance, international development finance, human rights and the IFIs.
To reduce CAIDC’s carbon footprint, some biographies have
been shortened. Full versions can be found at www.caidc-rccdi.ca
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Alan Robbins

Devex Partner Alan Robbins is responsible for expanding Devex membership and other services around the world. He works closely with donor agencies, NGOs and companies to ensure
Devex is effectively aiding in their own international development missions. He serves on the
Board of Directors as Vice President, Grants and Contributions of the International Consortium of Governmental Financial Management (ICGFM).

Yiagadeesen Samy

Yiagadeesen (Teddy) Samy is an Associate Professor of International Affairs at the Norman
Paterson School of International Affairs, Carleton University. He holds a PhD in Economics,
and his fields of specialization are international trade and development economics. He has
co-authored a book with David Carment and Stewart Prest on “Security, Development and
the Fragile State: Bridging the Gap Between Theory and Policy”, among many other contributions to textbooks and journals.

Alannah Shaikh
Alanna Shaikh is a global health and development specialist with a decade of experience in the
Middle East and Central Asia. She blogs on global health for UNDispatch.com, and international development at Blood and Milk; she is also a contributor to the Aid Watch and End
the Neglect blogs. She has worked for NGOs, companies, the US government, and the UN. In
addition, she runs the International Development Careers List, a newsletter and advice service
intended to help young professionals launch their careers in international development.

Mark Siegel

Mark Siegel is a partner in Gowlings’ Ottawa office, practising in all areas of taxation and
wealth management, and has extensive involvement with community foundations and charitable organizations, both in terms of their organization, registering with CRA and ongoing
operations. Mark is also experienced in the area of foreign corporate tax planning.

Goberdhan Singh

Goberdhan Singh is currently Director General of Evaluation at the Canadian International Development Agency (CIDA). Since joining the Agency in 1981, he has served in different parts of CIDA
in a variety of capacities. He is currently leading the work, initiated by Canada, on developing a new
approach for jointly evaluating the effectiveness of multilateral partners, and is participating in the
steering committees for the Joint Evaluation of the Paris Declaration (phase 2) and the Multi-donor
Evaluation of Support to Conflict Prevention and Peacebuilding Activities in Southern Sudan.
To reduce CAIDC’s carbon footprint, some biographies have
been shortened. Full versions can be found at www.caidc-rccdi.ca
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Ian Smillie

Ian Smillie was a founder of the Canadian NGO, Inter Pares, was Executive Director of CUSO
and is a long-time foreign aid watcher and critic. Ian Smillie served on a UN Security Council
Expert Panel examining the relationship between diamonds and weapons in West Africa, and
he helped develop the 48-government ‘Kimberley Process,’ a global certification system to halt
the traffic in conflict diamonds. He was the first witness at Charles Taylor’s war crimes trial in
The Hague and he chairs the Diamond Development Initiative. Ian Smillie was appointed to
the Order of Canada in 2003. His experiences have allowed him to author 3 books.

Racquel Smith
Racquel G. Smith is a consultant to community and international development organizations.
She has close to ten years experience in international trade, governance and civil society and
gender and diversity programming across the globe. She is the regional youth director for
the Jamaica-Canada Diaspora Foundation and is involved in many other organizations. One
of which is the Good Partners Consulting, which she founded; this group is a Toronto-based
social enterprise of young professionals with a mission to help community and international
development agencies “do good very well.”

Maria Teresa Soto-Aguilar

M. Teresa Soto-Aguilar is a Procurement Specialist at the Inter-American Development Bank
(IDB), Project Procurement, Financial Management and Portfolio Monitoring Division. She
has extensive experience advising project teams in the procurement planning and their execution for different sectors development investment projects financed by the IDB in accordance
with its Procurement, Policies and Procedures.

Rieky Stewart

Rieky Stuart is a consultant in international development, specializing in organizational strategy and change and in gender equality. She has worked in international development since
the late 1960s. She has worked and lived in Africa, Asia and Canada as a teacher, development programmer, consultant and manager. She is currently a senior associate of Gender
at Work. She was Executive Director of Oxfam Canada from 1999 to 2005. She previously
served as Deputy Director for the Canadian Council for International Cooperation, and also
taught at St. Francis Xavier University’s Coady International Institute for ten years.

Jessie Thomson

Jessie Thomson is currently working as an Emergency Response Program Manager with the
Humanitarian Assistance and Emergency Team at CARE Canada. Jessie spent last year working for the International Committee of the Red Cross (ICRC) in Pakistan and has worked as a
Senior Policy Advisor in the Humanitarian Affairs and Disaster Response Group at the Department of Foreign Affairs and International Trade Canada, as well as in the Refugees Branch
at Citizenship and Immigration Canada.
To reduce CAIDC’s carbon footprint, some biographies have
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Gayle Turner

Gayle has designed, managed, monitored and evaluated international development projects
for more than 25 years. She joined Agriteam in 1991 as vice-president and manages Agriteam’s
practice in Gatineau, Quebec. Her expertise includes capacity development, institutional
strengthening, participatory development, gender equality and governance. She is a skilled
trainer and facilitator in participatory methods, gender analysis, results-based management
and performance measurement.

Ivan Vyshnevskiy

Mr Ivan Vyshenvskiy started his career in 2002 while employed by a credit union in his home
town of Khmelnytskiy. Identified by the project as an up and coming leader in Ukraine’s
credit union movement he was hired in 2005-7 as a legal adviser and manager of credit union
systems development. Through the training he received under the project he was instrumental in creating and developing the Deposit Protection Program for credit unions in Ukraine.

Gerard Van Der Burg

Gerard has worked in the International Development Sector for the past 25 years. Gerard
provides guidance and leadership to organizations in the design and implementation of collaboration, Information Communications Technology (ICT), and Knowledge Management
(KM) systems, using Social Media tools and methodologies. Gerard serves as the Director of
Technology and Social Media at Digital Opportunity Trust (DOT).

Hugh Wilkinson

Hugh Wilkinson, has been providing specialized consulting and advisory services since 1995
to private and public sector clients for a broad range of international development projects
and initiatives. Hugh Wilkinson has worked on assignments in over 25 countries spanning
Latin America and the Caribbean, Russia, India, Eastern Europe and Africa. He has also
delivered more than 50 IFI procurement training workshops worldwide.

Olha Zawerucha-Swyntuch

Olha Zawerucha-Swyntuch is a seasoned credit union manager, having been Chief Executive
Officer of two Ukrainian Community based credit unions in Toronto before becoming the first
Field Manager of the credit union project in Ukraine for 1993-6. She was a significant driver in
the creation of the first credit unions in Ukraine and played a senior role as a volunteer advisor
to the project in its latter years from 2004-10.

To reduce CAIDC’s carbon footprint, some biographies have
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For more than 50 years, MEDA has been designing and implementing innovative and effective market-driven economic development programs that improve the livelihoods of millions of
people living in poverty around the world.
Visit us today at www.meda.org
PSI’s professionals each have over 15 years of experience in international development, working and living
in countries in Asia, Africa, the Caribbean, Europe and
the Americas. Extensive in-country experience allows
PSI to offer practical insights and appropriate solutions
based on an in-depth understanding of diverse cultures, governments and environments.
We are happy to support CAIDC in all its endeavours!

Based in Calgary, Alberta, Agriteam Canada was established in 1986 by Robert Francis and has since designed
and implemented more than 170 projects worldwide in
sectors including health and population; gender equality;
education and education reform; agriculture and agribusiness; community development; governance and public sector reform; private sector development; legal and judicial
reform; corporate social responsibility; and environment.
For more information please visit our website at
www.agriteam.ca

Cowater International (Cowater) is a management consulting firm providing leading-edge, innovative solutions to clients worldwide. Over the past 25 years, Cowater has developed a reputation for our ability to work with clients and stakeholders to provide solutions and services tailored to the needs and challenges faced by developing and transitional countries.
Please visit our website at www.cowater.com!

